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NUCLEON�QUARK PHASE TRANSITIONIN NEUTRON STARS�M. Kutsheraa;b and J. Niemieaa H. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Polandb Institute of Physis, Jagiellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków, Poland(Reeived September 19, 2000)The formation and the struture of a mixed quark�nuleon phase inneutron star ores are studied, for di�erent models of the nulear symmetryenergy. Simple parametrizations of the nulear matter equation of state andthe bag model for the quark phase are used. For lower values of the bagonstant B the properties of the mixed phase do not depend strongly onthe symmetry energy. For larger B we �nd that a ritial pressure for the�rst quark droplets to form in the nuleon medium is strongly dependenton the nulear symmetry energy, but the pressure at whih last nuleonsdisappear is independent of it.PACS numbers: 26.60.+, 21.65.+f, 97.60.Jd, 12.38.Mh1. IntrodutionProperties of neutron stars result from the Equation Of State (EOS) ofdense nulear matter. The present knowledge of EOS is quite unertain, es-peially at densities onsiderably exeeding the saturation density of nulearmatter n0 = 0:17 fm�3. Generally, it is expeted that pure nuleon matterexisting at the base of a neutron star's rust hanges in some new form ofmatter with inreasing density of a ore. The exat form of this matter,however, is unknown. Depending on the theoretial approah it may be e.g.ondensate of pions or kaons, hyperoni matter or quark matter. The exis-tene of the latter kind of matter inside neutron stars is expeted as a resultof the deon�nement transition whih should take plae when the density ofnulear matter is su�iently high.� Presented by J. Niemie at the XL Craow Shool of Theoretial Physis, Zakopane,Poland, June 3�11, 2000. (3053)



3054 M. Kutshera, J. NiemieReently, Glendenning [1℄ has shown that the proper onstrution of thenuleon�quark phase transition inside neutron stars must take into aountthe ondition that the two independent quantum numbers arried by om-ponents of the neutron star matter, namely the baryon number and the ele-tri harge, have to be only globally onserved during the phase transition.When instead the loal harge neutrality is applied to the system, generalonditions of equilibrium annot be satis�ed. Imposition of the global hargeneutrality allows for a nonuniform distribution of the baryon number andthe eletri harge in two phases reating an additional degree of freedom.Exploitation of this degree of freedom depends on the proportion of phasesin equilibrium and in onsequene leads to the oexistene of nuleon matterand quark matter over a �nite range of pressure. This has the e�et that aore, or a spherial shell, of a mixed quark�nuleon phase an exist insideneutron stars. The fration of spae oupied by quark matter smoothlyinreases from zero at the ore boundary, where pressure reahes a ritialvalue for the �rst quark droplets formation in the nuleon medium, to unitywhen eventually the last nuleons dissolve into quarks. In addition, nonequaldivision of the eletri harge between two phases leads to the appearane ofa geometrial struture in the mixed phase. It has been shown by Heiselberget al. [2℄ that the strutured mixed phase remains the ground state of theneutron star matter if only physially reasonable values of surfae tensionare assumed.In the original onstrution due to Glendenning, nuleon matter wastreated in the Relativisti Mean Field (RMF) model. The nulear symme-try energy in this model inreases monotonially with the baryon numberdensity [3℄. This feature is in ontrast to several Variational Many-Body(VMB) alulations of the equation of state of nulear matter [4℄. Thesemodels use phenomenologial nuleon�nuleon potentials and hene an beregarded as more realisti. They predit the symmetry energy to saturateand then to derease to negative values at high baryon number densities.This disrepany in high density behavior of the nulear symmetry energyleads to serious unertainty about some astrophysially important proper-ties of the neutron star matter. Here we study the onsequenes of thisunertainty for the formation and struture of a mixed quark�nuleon phasein neutron star ores.2. Mixed quark�nuleon phaseIn the onstrution of the phase transition the neutron star matter isassumed to be old, �-stable and globally harge neutral. The geometryof droplets is negleted in these alulations sine inlusion of �nite-sizee�ets results in only small orretions to the equation of state, whih do



Nuleon�Quark Phase Transition in Neutron Stars 3055not hange onsiderably the results of this simple approah. We disussthese e�ets in our paper [5℄, where the reader an �nd more details of thealulation method and the analysis of the properties of the phase transitionis also given there. Some most important results regarding �nite-size e�etswill be shortly disussed at the end of the paper.In the ase where geometrial e�ets are negleted the equilibrium on-ditions are those for bulk systems. The oexistene of the quark matterwith the nuleon medium under given pressure p requires equality of hem-ial potentials in both phases. In the ase of the neutron star matter thereare two independent hemial potentials representing two globally onservedquantum numbers. Both are funtions of pressure whih is hosen as an in-dependent variable. Hene, the equilibrium onditions are�nN (p) = �qN (p) ; (1)�nP (p) = �qP (p) ; (2)where �nN and �qN are the neutron hemial potentials in the nuleon andthe quark phase, respetively. Similarly, �nP and �qP are the proton hemialpotentials in respetive phases. The oexistene onditions beome ompleteby adding the �-equilibrium equation�iN � �iP = �e ; i = n; q ; (3)where �e is the eletron hemial potential, and n and q refer to the nuleonand the quark phases, respetively. From Eq. (3) and the formula for theeletron hemial potential �e = (3�2ne)1=3 (4)we obtain the density of eletrons ne. We assume them to be uniformlydistributed throughout both phases.Solutions of Eqs. (1)�(3) provide the densities of protons nP in the nu-leon phase and the eletri harge density of quarks nq in units of e. Theglobal harge neutrality ondition requires thatV ne = VnnP + Vqnq ; (5)where Vn is the volume oupied by nuleons and Vq is the volume of quarks.Sine the total available volume is Vn + Vq = V , we an de�ne a quantity� = Vn=V , whih is the fration of spae ontaining nuleons. From Eq. (5)we obtain � in the form � = ne � nqnP � nq : (6)The quarks oupy a omplementary fration, 1� �, of the volume.



3056 M. Kutshera, J. NiemieAt a su�iently low pressure free quarks are absent in the neutron starmatter and � = 1. The �rst quark droplets form at the lower ritial pres-sure pi. It orresponds to � starting to deviate from unity for the �rst time.With inreasing pressure, more spae is �lled with the quark matter and� < 1. Quarks oexist with the nuleon matter up to the upper ritialpressure pf at whih nuleons �nally disappear and �(pf ) = 0.3. Nulear and quark matter modelsTo implement the above onstrution in pratial alulations spei�models of the nuleon matter and the quark matter have to be used. Thenulear matter equation of state yielded by variational many-body alu-lations an be simply parametrized as a funtion of the baryon numberdensity n and the proton fration x = nP=n [6℄. The energy per partile isexpressed as E(n; x) = T (n; x) + V0(n) + (1� 2x)2V2(n) ; (7)where T (n; x) is the kineti energy ontribution and V0(n) and V2(n) fun-tions represent the interation energy ontributions. From Eq. (7) the pres-sure p(n; x) and hemial potentials of neutrons and protons �nN (n; x) and�nP (n; x) an be alulated. The funtion V2(n) is the most important om-ponent in this expression as it is responsible for the high density behaviorof the nulear symmetry energy,Esym(n) = 59T �n; 12�+ V2(n) ; (8)whih in�uene on the mixed phase properties we study.As an example of variational many-body alulations, we use the EOSwith the UV14+TNI interations from Ref. [4℄. The orresponding fun-tion V2(n) is presented in Fig. 1. One should note that with this V2(n)the symmetry energy Eq. (8) reprodues the empirial value, Esym(n0) =34 � 4 MeV [7℄. At higher densities, Esym(n) saturates and then dereases,reahing negative values for n > 1:0 fm�3.In Fig. 1 there is also shown the linear growth of the funtion V2(n)orresponding to the RMF approah. The energy per partile of this modelan also be ast in the form (7) [8℄, with the funtion V2(n) expressed byV2(n) = 18 g2�m2�n (9)in this ase. The linear dependene of V2 on the baryon number densitygives the monotonial growth of the nulear symmetry energy with n in the
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VMB RMFn [fm�3]V 2[fm�1 ] 1.61.41.210.80.60.40.2

0.80.60.40.20-0.2-0.4-0.6Fig. 1. The interation energy V2(n) as a funtion of the baryon number density,for the VMB and RMF models.RMF model. As we are onerned here mainly with the role of the symmetryenergy, we model the energy per partile orresponding to the RMF theoryusing the funtion V2(n) in the form (9) and keeping other ontributions inEq. (7) the same as in the VMB ase. We also adjust the oupling parameterg2�=m2� so as to �t the empirial value of the nulear symmetry energy at thesaturation point.Fig. 2 demonstrates how the disrepany in the high density behavior ofthe symmetry energy predited by both lass of models implies unertaintyin the proton fration of the neutron star matter, a ruial parameter inphysis of neutron stars. For the ase of the �-stable, pure nuleon matterit is fully determined by the funtion V2(n) [5℄. As is shown in Fig. 2, theRMF model predits that x(n) monotonially inreases with the density,whereas for V2(n) orresponding to the UV14+TNI interations the protonfration dereases with n and eventually protons disappear ompletely atsome density. RMFVMBn0 n [fm�3]x 10.80.60.40.2
0.20.10Fig. 2. The proton fration of the �-stable neutron star matter orresponding tothe interation energy V2(n) in Fig. 1, for VMB and RMF models.



3058 M. Kutshera, J. NiemieThe quark matter is desribed by a simple bag-model equation of state.With the assumption of negleting bare masses the energy density for three�avors is "q = 34�2=3 �n4=3u + n4=3d + n4=3s �+B ; (10)where ni; i = u; d; s are the quark number densities. The exat value of thebag onstant B is not well known. We treat it here as a phenomenologialparameter and show results orresponding to two values of the bag onstant,B = 120 MeV/fm3 and B = 200 MeV/fm3.The quark hemial potentials are�i = �2=3n1=3i ; i = u; d; s : (11)Sine the � equilibrium ondition requires equality of the hemial poten-tials of down and strange �avors, for a given pressure, there are only twoindependent quark hemial potentials. They are expliitly related to theproton and neutron hemial potentials in the quark phase [5℄.4. Results and impliations for neutron starsTo solve the equilibrium onditions (1) and (2) we onstrut isobars forthe nuleon and quark matter in the �P��N plane [5℄. The example is shownin Fig. 3 for the pressure value p = 100 MeV/fm3. For the nuleon phase weparametrize isobars by the proton fration x, whereas for the quark phase bythe down quark hemial potential. The oexistene onditions are ful�lledat the rossing point of the nuleon and quark isobars. This point indiatesall quantities neessary for the onstrution of the phase transition inlud-ing also the density of the homogeneous eletron bakground ne, sine the
QUARKSVMBRMF B=120 B=200p=100 MeV/fm3�N [fm�1]� P[fm�1 ] 6543

6543Fig. 3. VMB and RMF nuleon isobars, and quark isobars for two values of thebag onstant, for pressure p = 100 MeV/fm3.



Nuleon�Quark Phase Transition in Neutron Stars 3059�-equilibrium ondition (3) is satis�ed at this point with the eletron hem-ial potential �e = �N � �P . For various values of pressure the oordinatesof the rossing point in the �P ��N plane, and together with them the prop-erties of the oexisting phases, hange.The results of the onstrution of the nuleon�quark phase transition aredisplayed in Fig. 4. For VMB and RMF models and for both values of thebag onstant the fration of spae oupied by nuleons smoothly hangesfrom unity at the lower ritial pressure pi to zero at the upper ritial one,pf . The lower ritial pressure pi is a pressure at whih the proton frationof the nuleon matter at the rossing of the isobars oinides with that ofthe �-stable neutron star matter at this pressure. For B = 120 MeV/fm3,it is pi = 2 MeV/fm3 and pi = 3 MeV/fm3 for VMB and RMF models,respetively. The lower ritial pressure orresponds to the formation ofthe �rst quark droplets in the nuleon medium. At higher pressure thequark matter oexists with nuleons and the fration of volume �lled withquarks gradually inreases. At the upper ritial pressure pf the last nuleondroplets immersed in quark matter �nally dissolve. It has a ommon valuefor both VMB and RMF isobars. In the ase of B = 120 MeV/fm3, pf = 115MeV/fm3. VMBRMFB=200B=120 p [MeV/fm3]� 30025020015010050
10.50Fig. 4. The fration of the mixed phase volume �lled with nuleons as a funtionof pressure for VMB and RMF models and for both values of B.For B = 200MeV/fm3, the lower ritial pressure for the VMB and RMFisobars is, respetively, pi = 215 MeV/fm3 and pi = 35 MeV/fm3. The valueof the upper ritial pressure is pf = 290 MeV/fm3.The results presented in Fig. 4 prove that the properties of the nuleon�quark phase transition are very sensitive to the behavior of the nulear sym-metry energy only for higher values of the bag onstant. This is beause,generally, the phase transition ours at a higher pressure for higher val-ues of B, and the VMB and RMF isobars di�er muh more at high values



3060 M. Kutshera, J. Niemieof pressure (see Figs. 5 and 6 in Ref. [5℄). For low values of the bag on-stant, the phase transition starts at a low enough pressure for the nulearsymmetry energy not to a�et the isobars signi�antly.In Fig. 5 we show the proton fration of nuleon matter oexisting at agiven pressure with quark matter, as a funtion of the mean baryon numberdensity �n = �n + (1 � �)nQ, where nQ = (nu + nd + ns)=3 is the baryonnumber density of quark matter. The density orresponding to the lowerritial pressure pi at whih the phase transition starts is �ni. For B = 120MeV/fm3, �ni = 0:17 fm�3 is approximately the same for both nulear mod-els. In the ase of B = 200 MeV/fm3, �ni = 0:84 fm�3 and �ni = 0:35 fm�3,respetively, for the VMB and RMF models. The phase transition is om-pleted at the density �nf orresponding to the upper ritial pressure pf . Itis �nf = 0:8 fm�3 and �nf = 1:39 fm�3 for B = 120 MeV/fm3 and B =200 MeV/fm3, respetively. One an notie that nuleon matter beomesmore proton rih with inreasing pressure irrespetive of the nulear symme-try energy. At the upper ritial pressure pf disappearing nuleon dropletsfor both nulear models are omposed of symmetri nulear matter. InRef. [1℄ this inrease of the proton fration with pressure was attributed tothe partiular form of the symmetry energy in the RMF approah. It wassuggested there that the isospin properties of this model are responsible forthe existene of the mixed quark�nuleon phase. As we show here, the phasetransition from nuleon to quark matter ours irrespetive of the partiu-lar form of the nulear symmetry energy and it is the behavior of nuleonmatter isobars that allows the existene of the mixed phase.
VMBRMFB=120 B=200�n [fm�3]x 1.41.210.80.60.40.2

0.50.40.30.20.10Fig. 5. The proton fration of nuleon matter oexisting with quark matter as afuntion of the mean baryon number density.In order to investigate the onsequenes of the existene of a mixedquark�nuleon phase for neutron stars we onstrut the equations of statefor the models of matter with the mixed phase and for pure nuleon matterand solve models of neutron star struture. Curves presented on the plot ofneutron star masses as funtions of the entral density (Fig. 6) orrespond to
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VMBRMFB=200B=120UV14+TNIPSR B1913+16

�C [g/cm3]M/M � 10151014
2.21.81.410.60.2Fig. 6. Neutron star masses as funtions of the entral density. The dotted lineorresponds to pure nuleon matter in the RMF model. The dash�dotted line isfor pure nuleon VMB equation of state. Solid and dashed urves are for equationsof state involving the mixed quark�nuleon phase. The horizontal line shows theempirial lower limit to the maximum neutron star mass.the solutions of Tolman�Oppenheimer�Volko� equations with a given EOS.The existene of quark matter in neutron star ores makes the equation ofstate softer. The maximum masses of neutron stars ontaining the mixedphase are smaller than those with the pure nuleon matter. The e�etis stronger for low B, sine the mixed phase omprises more mass of thestar than for higher values of the bag onstant. For B � 120 MeV/fm3the maximum mass is below the observational limit, so that these modelsannot be realized in nature. For B = 200 MeV/fm3 the maximum masssafely exeeds this limit and the in�uene of the symmetry energy is learlyvisible in this ase. As the phase transition in the RMF model starts at muhlower pressure than in the VMB ase, the maximum mass orresponding tothe RMF approah is well below that for the VMB model. Correspondingly,the mixed phase ores of neutron stars of a given mass are muh larger inthe RMF model as ompared with the VMB ase.The above results deal with the phase transition between two bulk sys-tems. When the �nite-size e�ets (i.e. the Coulomb interation and thesurfae tension) are inluded in the alulations, a variety of geometri stru-tures appears in the mixed phase. They are formed by regions �lled withnuleons and quarks that have opposite eletri harge density [9℄. Sizesand shapes of these strutures hange with the fration of spae oupiedby nuleons, � [5℄. But, as it was mentioned already, the strutured mixedphase is the ground state of the neutron star matter only for su�iently



3062 M. Kutshera, J. Niemiesmall values of surfae tension. We �nd that the range of � < 10 MeV/fm2for the VMB model and � < 150 MeV/fm2 for the RMF one (B = 200MeV/fm3) is allowed for the mixed phase to be energetially favored [5℄.Thus, the appearane of this phase, is dependent not only on the exatvalue of the surfae tension, but it is also very sensitive to the form of thenulear symmetry energy.5. Disussion and onlusionsThe senario of the phase transition from nuleon to quark matter isonneted with the formation of a mixed phase. The ourrene of thisphase is irrespetive of the partiular form of the nulear symmetry energy,but its properties strongly depend on the nulear matter model. Propertiesof neutron stars also depend on it, in partiular, the size of the mixed phaseore is very sensitive to the form of the symmetry energy. A neutron star ofthe anonial mass M = 1:44M�, for B = 200 MeV/fm3 and with the RMFsymmetry energy, possesses a quark�nuleon ore of � 7 km radius, whereasits total radius is � 12 km. In the VMB model, the star is omposed entirelyof nuleons. It is beause in the latter ase the pressure in the enter of a star,p = 120 MeV/fm3, is below the lower ritial value pi = 215 MeV/fm3 atwhih the phase transition begins. Thus onlusions onerning the preseneof the quark matter in neutron stars are subjet to some unertainty dueto inompatible model preditions of high density behavior of the nulearsymmetry energy.Variational many-body alulations seem to be more realisti than rela-tivisti models. Desription of the interations between nuleons in the aseof the VMB approah is based on phenomenologial nuleon�nuleon poten-tials onluded from experiments. The allowed range of surfae tension is,however, very narrow for the VMB model and unless the true value of � isvery small the quark matter will not form inside neutron stars in this ase.The observational on�rmation of the existene of a mixed phase in theores of neutron stars is di�ult. A struture of suh objet, without anydisontinuity in the density of matter, will not rather manifest itself in ob-servational data. However, it is potentially possible to detet the phasetransition to quark matter proeeding in rotating neutron stars, whih areobserved as pulsars. During the ourse of spin-down, a pulsar an developthe mixed phase ore. This would lead to harateristi hanges in timingproperties of pulsar's signal [10℄. Moreover, the mixed phase is expeted tobe solid. Strains appearing in suh a medium lead to the quake phenomenawhih are probably related to glithes observed in some pulsars [11℄. Theexistene of the mixed quark�nuleon phase inside neutron stars an alsostrongly in�uene the ooling mehanisms [11℄.
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